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The last

KING
PLAYBOYS

of

GUNTER SACHS lived an illustrious life. From his
exceptional eye for BEAUTY to his errant PARTY
LIFESTYLE, HUGH FRANCIS ANDERSON discovers
the LEGEND behind the man.

All images: © Estate Gunter Sachs
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international attention, but to jovially live life
to the precipice of irrevocable freedom. And in
2011, at the age of 78, the world lost the sole
remaining purveyor of playboy showmanship,
Gunter Sachs – the millionaire photographer,
art collector and former husband of heyday
Brigitte Bardot.
Sachs, a man who grew up in the
financially and socially privileged world of
post-war industrialist capitalism, personified
the very core of what being a playboy was. He
was charming, handsome, impeccably dressed,
filthy-rich and undeniably, irretrievably drawn
to all things beautiful. Grandson to the Opel
empire and sole heir to the Fichtel & Sachs
dynasty, Sachs was plunged, quite literally from
the womb, into an inheritable estate worth
close to £300 million – and he couldn’t have
crafted a more impressively debonair life from
this gift. A formidable sportsman, a seasoned
academic, a world-renowned photographer
Gunter Sachs & Brigitte Bardot
and filmmaker, a fierce businessman and a
controversial scientist were all cogs that drove
the sensational existence of Sachs, and the
legendary status he holds today.
he term playboy gets thrown around
At a time when travelling became easier, Sachs raced
a lot. Nowadays, ‘playboys’ are mere
after the destinations that hold such notoriety nowadays –
caricatures of the men of old, who
St Tropez, Cannes and Monaco. The impeccable weather,
blow millions on developing an image,
stunning coastline and unprecedented freedom of the
an image that never quite rises to the
Côte d’Azur made it a 21st-century utopia for the ultralevel of immortality held by the jet set
wealthy, and a communal playground for the ravishing
playboys of the 60s. The playboys of
beauty of the burgeoning modelling and movie industries.
old were suave, style bearing, intellectually spirited and
In this new-world, where Sachs perused the exclusive
always, without fail, had eyes for the fundamental beauty
clubs, unassumingly dressed in his white chinos, halfin all that surrounded them. You see, the media propels
way unbuttoned blue shirt and timeless loafers, he found
the playboys of old into the realms of notoriety through
before him a playing field of unhindered panache. It was
the debaucherous lifestyles they led, ones that were drug
here, in early 1966, that Sachs stumbled upon Brigitte
fuelled, lascivious and outrageously renegade.
Bardot, the most sought-after woman in cinema history.
However, the real reason we remember these
Of this encounter he once said: “It was love at first sight,
individuals is because of their genius, exuding coolness
and when we spoke, it was as though lightning had struck.
from every pore, revelling in all the fineries of life – art,
I knew the minute I saw her, I was going to marry her.”
culture, motoring, architecture, music – and all with
And he did so in true playboy style, by flying his helicopter
exquisite taste. The great playboys of the jet set 60s
over her villa, La Madrague, and showering the garden
were the most charming, gentlemanly and sophisticated
with hundreds of roses. Bardot herself confessed in her
emperors of the modern world, whose wealth
autobiography: “I was hypnotised. I seemed to be flying,
demonstrated not an ambition to show off, nor attain

Gunter Sachs & wife Mirja Larsson

T

Gunter Sachs & Porfirio Rubirosa

St Tropez 1966
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Gunter with first wife Anne-Marie Faure & their son Rolf

as if carried by Gunter into a fairytale world I had never
known and would never know again.” They married two
months later.
What does this say about Sachs? Well, he quite
simply radiated a level of gravitas that entranced all that
surrounded him. It was this gravitas that rocketed his
notoriety into the realms of art collecting, through a chance
encounter with Andy Warhol in 1967, whose mutual
connection not only propelled Warhol’s Pop Art to the
forefront of the European art world, but also channelled
Sachs’ artistic eye towards an industry-changing
contemporary art movement. Theirs was a relationship of

“
”

HE SIMPLY RADIATED A LEVEL
OF GRAVITAS THAT ENTRANCED
ALL AROUND HIM

mutual respect, wonder and allure, both captivated by the
genius of one another. Sachs became a sedulous collector
of Pop Art, and by 1972 had opened an art gallery in
Hamburg to propagate his new companion. “He was a
guy who literally had everything at his finger tips,” says
deputy chairman of Sotheby’s European Contemporary
Art Oliver Barker, “fantastic wealth, fantastic looks,
incredible sex appeal, and also an unfaltering eye in terms
of art.” Sachs remained an avid collector until his death;
his apartments in Pully, Hamburg, Paris and Gstaad
became iconic pieces of art in their own right. Over the
many years of diligent collecting, Sachs created a fusion of
spectacular artistic wonder throughout his homes. From
the works of Warhol and Dali to the Art Nouveau furniture
of Louis Majorelle and Émile-Jacques Ruhlmann, Sachs
instigated a movement developed by his own unwavering
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“
”

HE TOOK THE WORLD BY
STORM, AND CRAFTED FROM
IT EXACTLY WHAT HE WANTED

eye for beauty – the collection was sold in 2012 for an
incredible £35 million.
This eye was also heavily directed to the female
form, and in true playboy style, Sachs became world
renowned for his nude photography, capturing the
allure of the female body, but doing so in a subtly
seductive way. “Gunter Sachs was a legend, an
incredible desire for beauty is what defined him and his
life,” says Cheyenne Westphal, Sotheby’s co-head of
Contemporary Art Worldwide. And it’s all unfalteringly
true. Sachs pursued only what gripped his psyche, and
chased it with little care for popular thought. Perhaps
this is what made him so undeniably cool; he did what
he wanted, without a single concern for what people
thought of him. It is in this way that his own simple
style, one that never cried for attention, made his
opulent charisma effortlessly drip from his shoulders. It
is claimed that Sachs’ wardrobe simply contained four
pairs of white trousers, six blue shirts and two blazers
– what more could the international playboy need? It
was the way in which he wore these staples that made
him radiant. His confidence unparalleled, his entourage
devoted, and his wealth endless, Sachs needed nothing
to confirm his own legendary status.
Beside his genius persona, Sachs also partied hard,
and they were some of the most spectacular parties in
playboy history, always surrounded by the vibrancy of
the 60s and 70s popular-culture scene, and often on
his yacht, Dracula. His debaucherous antics, which
included close links to The King of Cocaine Roberto
Suárez Goméz and an intricate offshore system to
manage his vast estate, which proved impenetrable to
the authorities during his lifetime, gave him an edge
that perfectly merged the line between sensible and
wayward, thus spawning his playboy legacy. His St
Moritz members-only institution, The Dracula Club,
became a hotspot for ravenous parties, where Sachs
surrounded himself with likeminded individuals,
including Dominican playboy Porfirio Rubirosa and
Prince Aly Khan, whose own legacies rival the diversity
and panache of Sachs’.
Sachs lived life to the full; he took the world
by storm, and crafted from it exactly what he wanted.
Admirable at least, Sachs achieved what many never
can; he became a legend in his own lifetime. This was
the generation of gentlemen who played hard and died
young. Some in high-speed accidents, some in drugfuelled parties, and Sachs with a single bullet to the head.
The age of the playboy has gone, and although
their legacies will live on, there will never again be a
breed of gentleman with such sensational vigour as the
jet set playboy, Gunter Sachs.
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Gunter & Andy Warhol in Hamburg, 1972

Gunter & Gianni Agnelli, 1985
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